2011 Paver Buyer’s Guide
Presented by Special T Pavers, Inc.

Dear HomeownersIf your driveway, walkways,
patio or pool deck are
Cracked, Crumbling,
Puddling, or Ponding or just
falling apart from old age
they are depreciating your
homes property value and
curb appeal-We can help.
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Introduction:
Today’s homes and lifestyles are more high traffic than they used to be.
15, 20, 30 years ago average homes, people and their lifestyles
were very different. The typical driveway was for one or two cars.
The typical pool deck surround was very minimal, often
barely enough for a small set of patio furniture. They were
just places to park the cars and cool off… back yards were
more grass and less landscape.

The average home has gotten bigger while the lots may get smaller. Usable space is a big
concern and a premium cost issue.
Nowadays, there are more cars coming and going, and parking
in the driveway that the place can look like small parking lot! It
is not uncommon to see six or seven cars parked out front of a
house.
Once small kids have grown and are now
all driving while living at home… a family
with four children of driving, age plus mom and dad is 6 cars!
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All that extra traffic means greater wear and tear on the driveway
surfaces. All that extra wear and tear on the cars means more frequent
and costly repair and replacement bills for Brakes, Shocks, Tires, and
front end alignment. It is often cheaper to replace the
driveway than the keep repairing it. Driveway dangers
are as bad as road hazards!

Outdoor entertaining has grown to new heights as well over the
years. Pools, spas, and their deck surrounds have gotten larger to
accommodate the need for more space. Pool and patio surfaces
are not just small areas anymore. Now they are carefully planned
and built to function as dance floors, home
outdoor restaurants and bar areas. Today
grand back yard environments are called
backyard vacation spots, “Staycation
localization” and Backyard Oasis’.

It’s not uncommon to see 50 people or more at
one weekend pool party. Those older cracked,
crumbling, broken, worn out, boring small patios
and pool decks just don’t cut it anymore. Time
and the effects of weather favor nothing!
Besides, people can get just plain sick of looking
at the same old stuff day after day, month after
month, and year after year…
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These surface areas can often make up 25% or more of the property. There visual appearance
can greatly affect the “curb appeal” of the home, depreciating its value. Consider the Driveway
as part of a picture of the front of your house- What percentage of the visual space does it make
up? How does it look compared to your neighbors? How does it look in relation to other home
improvements like new house paint, new garage door, new landscaping, etc?

What are Hardscape, Landscape and Mudscape?
Landscape
OK this one is easy. We all should be
familiar with Landscape? All those
expensive ornamental plants and trees
skillfully placed in attractive displays
around your property. Call it
“Greenscape” or “Softscape” if you will.
These are the Hedges along the fences,
planter beds around the driveway, front
of the house, pool or patio. Fruit trees in
“mini orchards” or garden areas with
flowers, rocks and waterfalls. Including
grass or lawn areas, landscape can
represent quite an investment. So can
the maintenance cost…
None the less we strive to make our piece of the American Dream look better and have more
attractive or strong “curb appeal.” So important is this “Curb Appeal” factor that it heavily
affects our property values. And not just our home, but the immediate neighbors too. And not
just the neighbors but the whole neighborhood can be affected. We all can identify those
houses on our block that show serious signs of neglect. Maybe there are several homes that
have been foreclosed or abandoned.
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Hardscape
The “Hardscape” is the areas of ground covered by concrete,
asphalt, or pavers. Hardscape is used in areas of high traffic and
often border the landscaping. Driveways can be concrete,
asphalt, or pavers. Pool deck and patios are typically concrete
or pavers. It is the hardscape surfaces around the home that
take the most punishment and show the most wear
and tear. Years of pressure cleaning, harsh
chemicals, natural weathering, and physical abuse
from cars, tree roots, furniture or the actions of
people can ruin the look of hardscape. Many of these
surfaces are so costly to constantly repair that
replacement is the only real solution.

Mudscape
Mudscape is any area of Greenscape or landscape that needs
hardscape. This can be identified as the grassy space between
the side of the garage and the driveway or the edge of the pool
deck or patio and the side of the house
used to go around to the front. Most
homes have some area of mudscape.
Once the grass is worn out putting new
sod down does not solve the problem, it
only makes new mud… The best solution
is adding the needed area of hardscape.

Surface solutions:
When considering replacing old Hardscape or adding new areas, there are several things to take
into account before you decide:

Asphalt on Driveways
Asphalt is the most common roadway and driveway surface. It
is cheap and it is fast to install. When new, this material makes
a suitable driveway that matches up to the road in more ways
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than one. However, because of its black color it absorbs heat more quickly than other surfaces
like pavers. It is this “hot” factor that causes this surface to show wear and tear very quickly.
Asphalt is relatively soft and crumbly compared to concrete or pavers. Therefore, it has
absolutely no resistance to tree roots, grass intrusions, or other impact damages. The scars left
be these influences are very ugly. Repairing this surface requires patching and seal coating
almost routinely. Over the years, it is easy to spend more than the cost of replacing it with a
better surface like pavers.

Concrete for driveways, patios and pool decks:
For example concrete can crack easily under heavy pressure that moves, as in driveways. Unlike
the foundation of your house, which is the floor and is reinforced with heavy steel mesh and
supported with footings at the edges, a concrete driveway is repeatedly exposed to the moving
weight of one or more cars or trucks of different sizes. Concrete has no tensile strength or ability
to stretch. Therefore, being a stiffer material in nature, it is prone to cracking and breaking. It
offers longer resistance to damage like tree roots and impact
scars, but eventually cracks and fails.
Typically, a properly done concrete
driveway, patio slab, or pool deck
should have expansion joints. These
joints are placed strategically so as to control the cracking that will
happen. There are other things that can be done to prevent this
from happening but costs will increase.

Often over time, the unprotected or neglected surface
will crack severely, spall or chip off in large pieces. In
many cases, structural failure occurs when deep cracks
form and expand by the relentless heat of summer, the
rapid contraction of rain cooling; lower evening temps
after a hot day, or cold winter weather.
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Staining or painting concrete Hardscapes is a good way to
temporarily improve the appearance or hide repair scars. But the
effect is usually only temporary the color will need refreshing and
sealing frequently. This is especially true if the surface is exposed to
harsh chemicals associated with pressure cleaning.
Understand Stain penetrates the surface paint only sticks to the
surface. Paint can peel stain cannot. Paint can be removed and the
color changed. Stain cannot be removed easily but can be changed to
a darker color.

However, properly installed concrete offers an excellent surface for outdoor tile or stone
applications. Natural stone is enhanced by weathering and has higher tensile strength. Stone
over concrete can last for decades. If you have an area of concrete you are considering
“topping” with stone, be sure that the cost of repairing and preparing the surface is not more
expensive than starting fresh with a replacement.

Stone
In recent years, natural rustic finish marble driveways have
become great ways to not only refresh the overall look of
the home, but also give a big boost to curb appeal and
property values.

Outdoor tile
Outdoor can also be used on a properly prepared concrete
surface. These types of tiles are available in a wide variety of
styles and colors. Some even look like stone. It is important to
note a couple of things. As with applying natural stone to an
existing concrete surface be sure the costs of any repairs or
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preparation does not exceed the cost of starting over on a new surface. That simply means
remove the old concrete and replace it with new. Often this will provide for any problem
resolutions like Ponding. And remember that unlike natural stone, tile can break much more
easily, lending to costly repairs.

A case for pavers:
Interlocking concrete pavers, whether used in
driveways, walkways or other applications, offer
beauty and elegance to a home or business that
conventional pavement surfaces cannot begin to
offer. With the variety of paver products growing
all the time, manufacturers now offer a vast
selection of textures, shapes, patterns and colors
to suit just about any taste imaginable. From the
purist look of conventional symmetrical locking
pavers to the old world charm of tumbled
cobblestone, today's concrete paver products
present more to choose from than ever before!

Lasting Structural Performance
Beyond their beauty, interlocking paver
products offer superior structural
performance in both residential and
commercial applications. Some of the
benefits of pavers over other pavement
materials include:






Long lasting individual units are far stronger than ordinary or stamped concrete
Unitized concrete pavers create surfaces that resist cracking due to heavy loads and
thermal expansion, thus last for many more years than a comparable concrete or
asphalt driveway.
Damaged or soiled paver units can be replaced easily without having to redo the entire
surface
Properly installed pavers are more resistant to the effects of frost heave and other soil
movement than solid concrete or asphalt.
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The Paver System
Understanding what a paver system is can help you decide if using pavers to replacing your old
worn out hardscape is the right choice. Simply put, pavers are bricks made of cement and
shaped in a variety of sizes and patterns. These bricks are set on foundation of crushed lime
rock that is highly compacted. For completely new areas where there has been no other
hardscape or where old hardscape has been removed, the pavers are the “dry set” using finer
sand that settles into the joints and with the bricks at the edges typically set in mortar to
prevent shifting. The entire process actually takes about ten steps in all.
Pavers used like this are “full brick” or “thick brick,” meaning they are about three inches in
depth. Pavers also come in half thicknesses and are commonly called “cut” pavers. Cut pavers
are used to go over existing concrete and about 1.5
inches in thickness. Often it is very cost effective,
provided the repair and preparation of the existing
surface is not required. The cut pavers can be “wet
set” or cemented in place or “dry set as
mentioned. Stone is often an excellent choice with
this type of application.
Tip: Using a paver system around a pool offer better access to the pool’s plumbing should there
a problem. Concrete pool decks must be cut open and patched leaving a very noticeable scar.
Pavers that are dry set can easily be taken up and replaced with scar.

Repair or Replace?
This is always been the big question…It is important not to
over think this, but be decisive. Compare the costs of repair
to the cost replacement. Often what looks like a significant
difference in cost is thought to be automatic savings. Sadly, this is very
likely not the case. Example: If your asphalt driveway is 15 years old and
cracked, crumbling and has two or three
potholes, you might be tempted to have it
repaired and recoated. But consider that you
may need to do this frequently…The cost for
this job once maybe fully half the cost of a new
paver system and do nothing for your homes
curb appeal or property value. On the other hand, a new
paver system will correct the flooding, ponding and puddling
and freshen up the whole look of the house in the process.
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What about the Patio or Pool deck?
You should ask the same type of questions. How old is it? Is it boring?
Are you sick of looking at it? Is it in need of repair? How great would it
look and you feel with a new one that wasn’t ugly broken or
embarrassing?

That???
OR

This!!!
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Warning for the do it yourselfer!
Just a quick warning to the do it yourselfers’ out there…If
you have real expericence in laying tile, pavers, or stone,
you might think twice about redoing your driveway,
walkways, patio or pool deck. It is a major construction
project that is best left to professionals! To get
professional results, use a professional. Not only is the
cost higher for the do-it yourselfer because it will likely
take much longer than you might think, there’s that
other job you need work…you might not have the time
to get it all done before something else interrupts you.
And then there’s all the tools you will need to buy or
rent…And all the materials you can’t get at contractor
prices…
For your own sake, your sanity and your wife’s, not to
mention your health…Get proffessional help with this big
a project. After all we are not talking about putting up
shelves or planting a tree…

Choosing the right contractor.
This has always been difficult for homeowners. More often than not you are trying to
buy something you know very little or nothing about except that you need it or want it.
Namely, things like trade services, general contracting, roofing, pavers, plumbing, and
electrical work. The problem is generally due to what can be called the “Retail
Purchasing Syndrome,” which is the tendency to treat every type of purchase like a
buying a washer, a sofa, or a car. These things are mass produced. You can go from one
store to the next and get the same product, made with exactly the same materials and
consistent quality or lack of it. If you don’t like what you bought you can just return it.
This is not possible with construction services. There are permits, regulations, and laws
involved. Not to mention the weather and its effects on production.
Choosing the right contractor is much more than hiring the guy with lowest price. Doing
that is the worst thing you can do. IF the guy or company you hired “low balled” the job
to get it they will cut corners every chance they get. And if there are any problems or
the job takes too long and they lose money, don’t count on them finishing or ever
honoring any warranties. They can’t, they did not make enough to justify coming back.
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It is sad, but true. It is also true that this does not need to happen. The right contractor
will have many years of experience, in addition to the proper licensing and insurances.
Be careful! Don’t assume because their stuff says licensed and insured that they
actually have it. Ask to see copies, check them out with the State at www.sunbiz.org
and places like the Better Business Bureau and Angie’s list.
Call their referrals ask if you can see the job, better yet ask them to take you some jobs
in progress. Read their contract carefully! Don’t assume anything! Get it all in writing.
And lastly, remember, that Professional is as Professional does… A professional will be
forthcoming with all the information you need. They will look professional and speak
professionally. They will clearly explain the process from start to finish and take great
care in helping you choose the right materials for the right applications. They will
maintain contact with you so you don’t have to chase them. Their trucks and
equipment will be professional. They will do their trade exclusively. The will not be part
time at this and have some other job. They will be honest and tell you that there will be
problems and setbacks during the course of the job. If they only paint a “rosey picture,”
you are being misled. Construction by its nature is difficult at best. IF the job goes
smooth no problems they will look great! But if they lied, that “rosey picture” is going
to get ugly fast. It should be noted that if you choose poorly, and then need to redo the
job or get it finished, you will spend much more than you would have if you had hire
the professional in the first place.

Why Hire us?
Not to point out the obvious, but we did go to the trouble and expense to make you a
more educated consumer with this buyers’ guide. If we could not or did not intend to
live up to the statements made in it we would not have presented it. We wanted to
make sure that even if you don’t use us to do your hardscape projects, at least you will
know more about it before you get stuck in a “mess.”
The truth is we are a special company. We have been serving South Florida
Communities and our clients for more than 30 years. We can provide the
documentation and referrals. You can visit our place of business. We don’t work out of
the back of a truck. We will not cut corners to save a buck. We will do what we say we
will do. We will treat you like professionals because we are professional. Our crews are
well trained and certified through our intensive in house training program, as well as,
the manufactures’ rigorous installation training programs. We do use the highest
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quality materials from the best names in the industry and offer the finest warranties in
the business. Of course you would expect that, we are Special T Pavers.
It would our pleasure to help you with your next paver project. Please feel free to
schedule your personal project evaluation today. There is no cost and no obligation.
Our information and advice is free.
Visit us on line and click to schedule an appointment or call us directly at the number
below for faster service.
Thank you for downloading our guide. We sincerely hope it has helped you. When you
are done with it, please pass it on to a friend or family member when they ask about
your new paver project by Special T Pavers.

www.specialtpavers.com

954-531-0007
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